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About This Game

Revised, rebalanced and expanded, Tipping Point is Fate of the World as it's meant to be played. Take control of the GEO
through the five original missions, plus the “Cornucopia” and “Earth Day” update missions, and the “Denial”, “Migration” and

“Extras Pack” DLCs.

Key features:

 Redesigned telemetry and UI including new Tech Tree interface
 More Cards, Impacts, and Achievements
 Includes 3 DLCs: “Denial”, “Migration” and our “Extras Pack” featuring the soundtrack and designer notes.
 New “Easy Mode” for scalable difficulty
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Title: Fate of the World: Tipping Point
Genre: Strategy, Indie, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Red Redemption
Publisher:
Red Redemption
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7
Processor: 2.33Ghz processor supporting SSE2 (Pentium 4 and Athlon 64) or better
Memory: 2GB
Hard Disk Space: 1GB
Video Card: 512MB graphics card
Sound: Integrated sound
Direct®: 9

English,Dutch,German
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fate of the world tipping point download. fate of the world tipping point. fate of the world tipping point patch

Once again another crying tragedy that people overlooked because it wasn't made by some triple A developer with billions in
advertising.

Servers are currently empty, and no sign of people being able to make their own.. A really good point & click game. It's very
difficult to pull off a humorous or satirical game, very often jokes get tiresome and annoying. Luckily Artifex Mundi has
managed to do it nearly perfectly. Jokes and references are on point and don't feel forced. Good graphics, voice acting,
enjoyable and most importantly logical puzzles.

At the time of writing this review the game is ridden with bugs, some of which are game breaking, but the devs are very active
in the forums helping users with the issues. Hopefully the patches will fix all the problems soon.. it works perfectly even in
oculus rift with oculus touch, but the hands are reversed (please fixed it)

Thanks.... Best DLC I hope you creators update the DLC to add a Hearm ending and one more mission all together. Bought for
20 bucks, expecting compatibility with the Rift as it claims - but whenever I launch the game it crashes immediately and freezes
Steam. Not sure if this has to do with my dual GPU setup or what, but my primary monitor and Rift are on the same GPU so I
shouldn't be running into any severe issues like this.

It does work fine through Oculus Home but not through Steam. The game is a ton of fun when it does work, though.. Instead of
animated cut scenes, they filmed live people who are terrible, terrible actors. It seems like they also hired voice actors, or
recorded the voices very badly, because they don't line up with the people. The puzzles are unique and challenging, and there are
a lot of hidden things to find (money, secrets, masks, flowers). If you play hidden object games for the puzzles, this is a great
one for you. If you play it for the art or the storyline - pass this one. It's a mess.. Old DOS game, so it's difficult and the controls
aren't great. However, it still is fun to play, and is definitely worth picking up on sale.. Cute puzzle. Rather short for 14 Euro.
Also all achievements are hidden. Kudo's for the person who went around to finding all 18 of them and putting them online!.
this game is an absolute peice of♥♥♥♥♥♥it simply just does not work and when you do get it to work 1/50 times you die
quickly or just get to the end of the map and strt over do not buy what ever you do. Ok here it goes.

I'm 30 years old now. This game gave me the feeling of playing the good old games again, where you dont have to rush and just
soak in the mood of really well painted textures and the weird humor they came with. Although it is kind of short, this game
proves again that you don't need some kind of endless games to make it worth buying it.
You can almost see the developers were really into that game.
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Nope, just no... Don't waste your time.. I really enjoy 6DOF games, whenever I have a chance I try to play any proposition from
that genre.
Detached is a very interesting entry, doing away with shooting (almost entirely, you do get rockets at some point). Not without
it's flaws (the control scheme is weird, it shows that it is really meant to be played on VR) and I wish there were more people in
the multiplayer (fingers crossed, the game was relased recently, so there's a chance).

All in all, if you like 6DOF games, space and hardcore manovering, Detached is well-worth recommending.. Really neat skin-
boasts a sleek design, but the voice is a little quiet.. Very cool concept. Many different plots happen and a scene can read in so
many different ways depending on how much information you've gathered from witnessing other character's actions. You get to
experience scene both with the feeling that you know what's coming because you know more than the characters involved in the
scene about what has happened before, but also sometimes can be shocked by a surprising twist revealed in a scene, and it's
amazing feeling to know you can just stay there and rewind and see what happened and find out the truths. There are lots of
twist and turns, and even though you can think of it as one murder mistery story, there's actually 7 characters you can follow
around, each with their own unique story thread.

I was dissapointed with the lack of real Occulus support on the steam version fo the game. I played it on a rift with touch
controls, and it works but the controls are definitely on the clunky side. Hopefully oculus support can be enabled in a future
update since I don't see why the steam verison couldn't support both VIVE and Oculus.

I played this game also on vive, in a bigger room-scale setup and it makes a big difference in the immersion to have more
freedom to walk around a scene while observing, rather than relying solely on teleportation.

All in all this "game" was excellent. Looking forward to more of these innovative uses of VR. Growing tired of wave-shooters
and horror titles.. Short but Sweet free Experience.

Horror, but not jumpscares. High immersion, great sound work. Very well done.

Only thing I found off was the door on the cage thing can get glitched out if you try to clip other objects through it. I had it
glitch out a bit when I shoved the locking mechanism into it while it was hanging...

I played through it twice... its only 5-10 minutes depending if you read the papers and know what to do.... its ok i guess
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